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Adding New 
Items

Thanks to the adopted HCPI methodology consisting 
in the use of a chained index, adding new items or 
removing items to already-existing basic headings is a 
straightforward process and does not affect the 
accuracy of the computed index.

Items are added and their prices are averaged with 
the other items in the basic heading through the 
geometric mean.

The index at the basic heading level is then calculated 
normally (after appropriate treatment).



Adding New 
Basic 

Headings

Computing an index number for a new basic heading with no previous prices 
is more complicated than adding a new item.

For example, consider a newly added BH in 2015.

The items under this BH do not have prices in the previous years to be used 
for index calculation.

In this case, the index for this new BH can start in 2016, considering Dec. 
2015 = 100 (after appropriate treatment).

This BH will not have an index in the previous years (2015-2014-2013-2012-
2011).

The new elementary indices will affect the higher-level index but will not 
appear to the user, as we will only disseminate results at the category level.

A note can be included to signal the addition of a new basic heading.



Index Revision

When weights for t-1 are updated or become available (t-1 
weights being the weights used for the computation of the index 

at time t).

The computed index will be revised in the case of weight update.



Quality 
Adjustment

When item specifications are updated, which is especially the 
case for technological items, prices change substantively, 
making the items incomparable and overstating inflation.

NSOs usually treat these issues in the national CPI through 
quality adjustment methods.

There is a range of different quality adjustment methods that 
are internationally agreed on and recommended.

Since the HCPI is based on the national CPI, countries should 
make sure to also treat the prices for items which undergo 
quality change in the same way.

Another way to deal with quality change is to use item-level 
price indices from the CPI for these items instead of prices.



Thank you!


